I miss you just a little more each day.
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Andante

Like unto a ray of sunshine
Comes a dream from out the past
To make glad a heart so lonely
While that sacred vision lasts

Your dear sweet face so tenderly
Like a rose in memory clings
There I hear the words of love
That your silent message brings

Softly comes a message stealing
Sad, dear, sweeter, dear, to me
Oft times, dear, I'm sad and lonely
Yet my heart is just as true
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all else beneath the Heavens For that dream is your memory.
those sacred ties no one can sever For I gave that dear love to you.

REFRAIN

Sadly each word I recall Dear, Words that of love whispered always And

their memory but reminds me I miss you just a little more each day.

Though we have parted forever And in my dreams I hear you say, "I love you" then I re-

member. I miss you just a little more each day. day.

I miss you. 2.
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